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hype, excitement and hope, the joy of
music - it all comes from one basic human
need: the need to make music. and it's
one that we all share, regardless of
instrument, no matter your life’s past, or
the future. in other words, one universal
truth, one reason why we're here is -
making music. the mpc60 is the first
digital musical instrument in an all new
era; an incredibly compact, on the go,
performance focused workstation; a new
breed of music production station, giving
you the power to ignite your creativity,
and lay the foundation for your music. the
mpc60 is the latest addition to the ever-
expanding akai range. a new offering that
pushes the boundaries of every
component in its system - rethinking the
way we live and work, while delivering the
tools you need to unlock your creativity. in
the first phase, we entered into the studio.
kit is designed to help you to create,
learn, play, test, store and record music,
all your creative energy. a four-head work-
in-progress hardware/software build-in
professional sound recording mixer,
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3-channel monitor out, a big quality audio
recorder, a neutral a/d and d/a converter,
record and playback, you can be a studio
recording and mix again. virtually limitless
tracks and drum kits of all shapes and
sizes. three flexible screen layouts make it
easier to navigate between song
components. the mpc2000's multi-touch
display offers excellent performance while
allowing you to run multiple applications
at once. it works with low levels of multi-
touch support on macos (it can't natively
recognise the standard mac touch
controls). it's even compatible with
apple's magic trackpad, should your mac
be running the latest release of mac os x.
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progression across the mpc range has
shown that akai are concentrating on

making the software sound better, while
at the same time retaining the familiar
controls and workflows that we all know

and love. the multi-expression sequencer
is a nice new feature, but it's also been

tweaked somewhat - you can now insert a
blank note after every clump of

expression. from there you can place the
midi and audio input, or play patterns

using single notes from your library. this
saves a lot of tedious key-tapping, and at

the same time you can now get a full
working rendition of a song using just the

computer. the advanced software is as
flexible as the hardware - it's built around

intelligent automation, and is very
responsive to changes made by midi

control applications or other midi
controllers. once loaded with samples, it's
easy to set up preset patterns, or create
your own sequences. as yet, akai haven't
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shied away from simplifying its features,
and it's still very easy to learn and use,

especially when you get the help of
tutorials and videos. mpcs are easy to

program, and the software is no
exception. all parameters have been

refined, and are now even more
accessible, while all controls are tied to
the very same faders that you see and

touch when you design with the hardware.
akai's graphical user interface has been
up-dated for less-savvy musicians with a
simple and easy to navigate layout. it's
like having your own secret jedi wizard,
ready to show you shortcuts to the more

complicated parts of the instrument. using
the midi setup is a snap, and you can

always use the full bank of 128 tracks in
portamento mode to break in new

samples. if you have any experience with
working with the classic hardware mpcs,
then you'll be right at home. 5ec8ef588b
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